
News! 
 More parts and new workshop being built! 

Sideways Engineering AB and Austin Healey Racing 
Sweden are proud to anounce that the build of a new 
workshop just outside the city of Helsingborg on the 
south-west coast of Sweden is well under way. 

The workshop will be based in approx. 350sq.m with 
dedictaed areas/rooms for service, machining, engine 
building, welding, painting, shot-blasting, chassi 
geometry set up etc. A 210sq.m mezzanine floor will be 
build to be used as a warehouse, kitchen, changing 
room and offices. 

An additional  250sq.m high class humidity and 
temeperature controlled hall will be built for 
round the year storage of all sorts of enthusiast 
cars and motorbikes. 

”I am thrilled that we have been able to have 
this opportunity and build a brand new 
workshop exactly as we want it and dedicated 
for our business” says Anders Schildt, owner of 
Sideways and the racing team. 

 



The new workshop will be much larger than our current location and will allow us to meet the increased 
demand from customers with Austin-Healeys and other enthusiast cars. 

We are already now taking bookings for the storage as our customers appreciate the quality of storage,  the 
short 5 minutes walk to public transport and Sweden’s main motorway only 2 min away. 

The building is planned to be finished during the autumn 2014. 

 



New products! 
Weber inlet manifolds 

New superior quality inlet manifolds with perfect fit and tolerances. Requires minimal porting for perfect fit to 
race applications due to a clever solution with very slight cone shape at both ends of the manifold that can be 
grinded for perfect interface. Prepared to be fitted with our Weber linkage kit. 

They are stronger than our competitor’s but still 0.41kg lighter each!  

This has been achieved by adding material where the stresses are and reducing where ever else possible.  

And they are of course race proven! 

Supplied complete with studs and special manifold-to-head nuts. 

Price 3700 SEK excl. VAT 



Engine carts 
After many years with various solutions to handle engines in our 
workshop we designed this smart looking transport and storage 
carts made from 6mm stainless steel. 

Price 2280 SEK excl. VAT 

 



Nostalgia Festival 

Our road going demo car recently 
participated in the ”Nostalgia 
Festival” in Ronneby Brunnspark, 
Sweden. 
The car was parked in Allers 
magazine’s display celebrating the 
reunion of ”Allers car parade” from 
the 50’s and 60’s. 
Allers is Swedens largest weekly 
magazine, all categories included. 
Nostalgia festival is the main annual 
event for classic cars, motorbikes 
and boats and hosts concour 
d’charme, concerts and retro 
fashion shows among many other 
things. 
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